NEWSLETTER—JUNE 2022
PRINCIPAL’S END OF YEAR MESSAGE

Welcome to the final news letter of the year where you will see a summary of some of the events our children
have been involved with in the final term of the 2021-22 academic year.
After more than two years of pandemic it has been wonderful to see so many more face to face events happening this term. Whilst we continued most of our events online during the height of the pandemic, nothing
can beat the connections we make through face to face experiences and it felt good to be seeing our children
physically together again after such a long time. It really feels as though we are getting back to normal and
putting on enriching experiences for our children is one way in which we have always enhanced the education we provide.
As we approach the end of term and prepare for the summer holidays I naturally reflect on the 2021-22 academic year. Despite the challenges and restrictions we have faced I am proud of the progress we have made
this year. There is no better evidence of this progress than the British Schools Overseas (BSO) inspection we
had in March when we achieved Outstanding outcomes in so many categories. When I became the Executive
Principal of The Westminster School, Dubai I was told that the school was not good enough to pass a BSO inspection and yet, here we are, just over three years later with some of the best grades in that inspection. This
puts us in a club of just 200 British Schools worldwide where the standards of education are deemed high
enough to be awarded BSO status. And to think we achieved this during a global pandemic!
I am blessed to be working with a team of dedicated teachers and leaders and our achievements this year
are down to their hard work and commitment. Our teachers really do go the extra mile for our students and it
is common to hear of them working late into the night and at weekends to make sure that we provide the best
possible educational experiences. I have been touched by the many messages of thanks our parents have
sent to the teachers over the past few weeks and I thank you for recognising their work and motivating them
to do even more next year. I would like to give particular thanks to our parent council for driving the teacher
gratitude initiative.
Now that the summer is upon us our staff will be taking a well-earned break and many will be visiting their
families overseas for the first time in three years. I know that our students and their families will also be
travelling after a long time and I wish all of you safe travels. Many of us will also be staying in the UAE this
summer and, whatever you are doing, I wish the TWS community a restful, joyful and happy summer break.
Thanks to all of our parents, students and staff for making the 2022-23 such a successful year. I look forward
to working with you all again next year and to seeing you all again when we return at the end of August. Until
then I wish you a wonderful summer.

TWS GRADUATION DAY

TWS MUN
“We are not developing nations, we are not developed nations, we are The
United Nations.” Keeping in line with this spirit The Westminster School
Dubai organized its first Model United Nations-TWSMUN conference Virtually on 26th and 27th June 2022. The conference was more than a simulation of the United Nations – a unique project for enthusiastic students who
were able to discuss global topics and problems on a profound level. The
three Committee discussions revolved around the main theme of Digital Security an escalating issue in the 21st century.
The first committee was UNODC (United Nations Office on Drugs and crime)
with the agenda of ‘Cyber warfare, a mode of transitional crime.’
The second committee was UNGA (The United Nations General Assembly)
With the agenda ‘Right to privacy in a Digital Age’.
The final committee was UNSC (the United Nation Security Council) With the
agenda ‘Digital inclusion is sustainable development’.
Amidst opening ceremony TWSMUN Website and the Instagram page was
launched by Head of School Dr. Vijaya Kumari Sathyan. The conference was
declared open by Executive Principal and CEO Mr. Carl Roberts. Approximately 85 students participated in the 2-day conference. Each committee include 25-30 delegates who represented various countries. At the end of the
conference committees passed resolutions on respective topics. To all the
delegates, this gave a chance to collaborate and to realize the importance of
international relations, international security and world peace. The conference exposed the students to new situations and help them enhance their
diplomatic skills. This was just the beginning of our journey, TWSMUN will
soon be expanded to include other schools in the UAE in the upcoming
years.

YOUTH VISION, GREEN SOLUTION 2.O
Taking forward ‘Youth Vision, Green Solution’- an interschool student collaboration program, which was first held in April 2021, the marathon journey of
YVGS 2.O witnessed an epic culmination on 30th June, 2022.
24 participants, 5 schools and 8 teacher mentors embarked on a new journey
through a rigorous brainstorming and research oriented session where the
young researchers put on their creativity cap and allowed their innovative
ideas to outflow and design a sustainable solution for the problem topic announced.
The participating teams represented specific nations and an anonymous
school in the U.A.E respectively. The challenge given to each of the teams
was to deal with today's ineffective waste management systems. They had to
work on the existing waste management system and formulate or design an
innovative and sustainable solution to curb the existing challenges prevalent
in those specific Nations with regard to waste disposal. It was awe inspiring
to see the various teams demonstrating their working models based on the
various Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
Furthermore, the audience was overwhelmed by the choir who joined together in this noble journey towards practicing sustainability. They were also
overjoyed to see the students walk on the ramp flaunting the beautiful bags
crafted by the students of Year 8 using recycled materials. Over around 200
bags were tailored with an objective to reduce and recycle waste.
The event came to a grand conclusion with the various winners proudly walking away with their winning trophies, however, this event was just the beginning of the legend lying ahead.

YVGS 2.0

